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Abstract

Connection preemption provides available and reliable services to high-priority connections when a network is heavily
loaded and connection request arrival patterns are unknown, or when the network experiences link or node failures. Coupled

Ž .with the capability to reroute connections preempted due to failure or preemption , connection preemption allows a high
quality of service to be provided to network connections and bandwidth to be used more efficiently. The main contributions
of this paper are the following. It presents a comprehensive simulation study of preemption in a general connection-oriented
network setting. Our simulation study also provides useful insights into connection preemption and network dimensioning
problems in order to achieve a desired level of network availability. Based on the observations made in this study, we
designed two connection preemption selection algorithms that operate in a decentralizedrdistributed network where
individual link managers run the algorithm for connection preemption selection on their outgoing links. The first algorithm

Ž . Ž . Ž .optimizes the criteria of i the bandwidth to be preempted, ii the priority of connections to be preempted, and iii the
number of connections to be preempted, in that order, and has exponential complexity. The second algorithm optimizes the

Ž . Ž . Ž .criteria of i the number of connections to be preempted, ii the bandwidth to be preempted, and iii the priority of
connections to be preempted, in that order, and has polynomial complexity. From a comparison study of these two
algorithms we conclude that the polynomial algorithm is almost as good as the exponential algorithm in terms of overall
network performance. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Nonstationary network conditions may occur for
various reasons such as failure of links or nodes,
high traffic, and a priori unknown traffic patterns.
With the increasing dependence on connection-ori-
ented communications networks such as Asyn-
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Ž .chronous Transfer Mode ATM , it is becoming
increasingly important to provide not only acceptable
steady state performance but also reasonably good
performance under nonstationary conditions when
demands for network resources are significantly

w xhigher 10 . Under nonstationary conditions, if all
existing and new connection requests cannot be ac-
commodated, the only possible solution is to preempt
certain connections. When preemption becomes in-
evitable during nonstationary conditions, the preemp-
tion policy must minimize the impacts on connec-
tions with greater ‘‘value’’ at the cost of possibly
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increased impacts on connections with lower
‘‘value’’. Connection preemption can also be used as
a mechanism for bandwidth reservation and manage-
ment.

The importance or value of a connection, which
can also relate to the connection’s quality of service
Ž . w xQoS requirements as in 7,10 , can be expressed by
a priority level. The priority levels can be preas-
signed by the end-system or by the network adminis-
trator using various factors such as reliability de-
sired, pricing structure, bandwidth requirement,
real-time delivery constraints, desired blocking prob-
ability, and nature of traffic such as multimedia,
voice, and facsimiles.

To minimize the impacts of nonstationary net-
work conditions on high-priority connections, it
might be necessary for new or rerouted high-priority
connections to be able to preempt ongoing connec-
tions of lower priorities. Preemption makes available
bandwidth for new or rerouted high-priority connec-
tions, allowing them to proceed. A preempted con-
nection may have to be rerouted, which in turn can
cause other ongoing connections of even lower prior-
ity to be preempted – this situation occurs when
connection preemption is coupled with the capability
to reroute connections. When a connection is
rerouted, the reroute can be successful or the connec-
tion can be dropped.

When connection preemption is inevitable, an
algorithm has to choose one or more ongoing con-
nections of lower priorities for preemption in order
to establish the high-priority connection that trig-
gered the preemption algorithm. The algorithm must
be such that it causes a minimum of disruption in the
network due to the preempted connections. In addi-
tion, this algorithm must be fast to minimize the
duration of disruption or the connection setup time
of a preempted connection rerouted due to a failure
or unavailable bandwidth. Therefore, the algorithm

w xmust be a real-time algorithm 5 .
Voice and video connections are some examples

of traffic that benefit from preemption. Even if a
connection is required to be reliable at the applica-
tion layer, e.g., TCP, it can still be preempted and
rerouted as packets lost during the preemption and
rerouting will be retransmitted at the application
layer. Thus, TCP can run over the preemption ser-
vice.

1.1. PreÕious work

w xGaray and Gopal 2 addressed the connection
preemption selection problem in a centralized net-
work environment and showed that the problem of
selecting which connections to preempt in order to
minimize the number of connections to be preempted
or to minimize the amount of bandwidth to be
preempted is NP-complete. Knowing the computa-
tional intractability of the problem, they presented a
set of heuristic connection preemption selection al-
gorithms. Their algorithms are suitable for a central-
ized network environment wherein a central control
point performs most of the network control functions
because information about the complete route of the
preempting connection as well as the complete routes
of the connections that share one or more links with
the preempting connection is required as input to the
algorithm. Therefore, a designated entity monitors
information about the whole network, i.e., the com-
plete route of the preempting connection as well as
the routes of the connections that share one or more
links with the preempting connection, and runs the
preemption algorithm to select the connections for
preemption. Due to the inherent nature of a dis-
tributed system, it follows that the designated cen-
tralized entity will not have the most up-to-date
information about the network. Moreover, when a
link or node failure triggers preemption, it is not
desirable to have a centralized control point consider
the end-to-end path for connection preemption candi-
dates, and a distributed scheme is preferred for scal-
ablity and efficiency.

The upper bound on the computational complex-
Ž 2 .ity of their heuristic algorithms is O nPm , where n

Ž .is the total number of hops links along the preempt-
ing path, and m is the size of the set that contains all
existing connections that have at least one link in
common with the selected path for the preempting
connection and having a priority less than that of the
preempting connection.

w xIn 8 , we made a comparison study, in terms of
overall network performance, between a decentral-
ized algorithm that optimized the number of connec-
tions preempted, and the centralized algorithm by

w xGaray and Gopal 2 which gives the best overall
result among the algorithms they proposed. The study
indicated that there is no significant performance
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difference between the two algorithms and, in fact,
both performed very well.

1.2. ObjectiÕes

A centralized preemption scheme cannot fit well
Žinto decentralizedrdistributed networks such as

Ž .ATM PNNI Private Network Node Interface net-
w x.works that have multiple routing domains 9 be-

cause each control point has to make decisions and
perform functions independent of other control
points. For example, when a connection setup re-
quest is processed by a link manager and not enough
resources are available, the link manager itself, inde-
pendent of other link managers, has to select the
connections to be preempted from the set of all
connections currently using the link. This paper is
the first known study of distributed connection pre-
emption algorithms.

Based on the observations we made from a com-
prehensive simulation study of preemption in a gen-
eral connection-oriented network setting, we devel-
oped two optimal decentralizedrdistributed connec-
tion preemption selection algorithms that minimize
the disruption to existing connections while satisfy-
ing the constraints of higher priority connections.
When preemption is necessary to establish a high
priority connection, these algorithms are run locally
by each link along the chosen path for the connec-
tion if bandwidth cannot be allocated on that link.

w xUnlike the Garay and Gopal 2 algorithms which are
heuristic, these two algorithms are locally optimal
with respect to their respective objective functions
over the parameters associated with an outgoing link:
the bandwidth to be preempted, preemption of low-
priority connections, and the number of connections
to be preempted. These algorithms consider preemp-
tion at the link level and are run locally for each
out-going link, that is, if a new end-to-end connec-
tion has to be established, each link along the chosen
path of the new connection will cause a preemption
algorithm to be executed at its control point residing
on the node at the origin of the link if bandwidth
cannot be allocated on that link. Thus, the algorithms
are truly decentralizedrdistributed.

The first algorithm, named Min_BW, first mini-
mizes the amount of bandwidth to be preempted at
the link level, and if there is a choice of connections

to be preempted with the above criterion, it chooses
a combination of connections with the least priority,
and if there is a choice of such combinations, it
chooses a combination with the least number of
connections. This objective function is most mean-
ingful as a measure of the goodness of a preemption
strategy because it optimizes first, the bandwidth

Žpreempted which is a fine-grained and accurate
.measure of the amount of preemption , then the

Žpriority of connections preempted which considers
the relative importance of the amounts of bandwidth

.preempted in case of a tie , and lastly, the number of
Žconnections preempted which is a crude measure of

.the amount of preemption . However, this algorithm
Žhas an exponential computational complexity of O k

k .P2 , where k is the number of connections sharing
the link under consideration and having a priority
less than that of the preempting connection. We
would like to design an algorithm with polynomial
complexity that approximates the behavior of
Min_BW.

Based on our simulation study, from among the
various algorithms that minimize the above three

Žparameters bandwidth preempted, number of con-
nections preempted, priority of connections pre-

.empted in different orders of preference, we identi-
fied and developed a polynomial algorithm that best
approximates Min_BW. This second algorithm,
named Min_Conn, first minimizes the number of
connections to be preempted at the link level, then
chooses the combination of connections to be pre-
empted to minimize the bandwidth to be preempted,
and if there is a choice of such combinations, it
chooses a combination in which the connections
have the least priority. This algorithm has a complex-

Ž 2 .ity of O k , where k is as defined for Min_BW.
Both Min_BW and Min_Conn are optimal with

Žrespect to their respective objective functions al-
though the objective function of Min_BW is more
meaningful as a measure of goodness of a preemp-

.tion strategy ; their optimality is local because it uses
the parameters on a per outgoing link basis. Hence-
forth, when we refer to optimality, we will implicitly
mean local optimality.

We present a simulation study of the two algo-
rithms and conclude that the polynomial algorithm
Min_Conn performs almost as well as the exponen-
tial algorithm Min_BW. Our simulation study also
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provides useful insights into connection preemption
and network dimensioning problems in order to
achieve a desired level of network availability.

In summary, Min_BW is an algorithm that opti-
Ž .mizes the criteria of i the bandwidth to be pre-

Ž .empted, ii the priority of connections to be pre-
Ž .empted, and iii the number of connections to be

preempted, in that order. Min_Conn is an algorithm
Ž .that optimizes the criteria of i the number of con-

Ž .nections to be preempted, ii the bandwidth to be
Ž .preempted, and iii the priority of connections to be

preempted, in that order. Both are distributedrde-
centralized, i.e., consider preemptions at the link
level. The algorithms are optimal with respect to
their objective functions because they perform an
exhaustive search of their search space to select a
solution based on the criteria for which they claim
optimality.

The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section
2 presents a simple connection control protocol for
decentralized connection-oriented networks. Section
3 presents the two optimal algorithms along with an
analysis of their complexity. Section 4 presents a
simulation study of connection preemption and com-
pares the performance of the two proposed connec-
tion preemption algorithms. Section 5 gives the con-
clusions.

2. Connection control protocol

We now present below a simple connection con-
trol protocol for decentralized connection-oriented
networks. The main idea here is to introduce a
general model which can be used for our discussions
on the connection preemption problem. Our protocol

Žborrows some concepts from NBBS Networking
. w xBroadband Services 4 , a decentralized fast-packet

w xnetwork architecture, and ATM PNNI 9 which
provide connection-oriented services using the con-
cept of source routing and link state. That is, the
source computes a complete route from the source to
the destination based on its knowledge about the
current states and utilizations of the links. Each link

Ž .is owned by a link manager LM , and when a
significant link state change occurs, the link manager
broadcasts the information to all the nodes in the

network. There is no concept of centralized control,
each link manager independent of other link man-
agers decides whether it can accept a new connection
when it receives a connection setup request.

A connection is setup as follows: The origin
computes a complete route from the origin to the
destination based on its knowledge about the current
states and utilizations of the links. Then, the origin
constructs a connection setup request for the connec-
tion and sends it to all the link managers along the
computed route. A link manager along the route
accepts the connection and returns a positive reply
only if it can provide the resources to accommodate
the connection. Otherwise, it rejects the connection
and returns a negative reply to the origin. If a link
manager accepts a connection, it allocates the re-
quested resources for the connection. When the ori-
gin receives the replies it determines whether a
connection setup is successful. The connection setup
is successful only if all the replies are positive. If the
connection setup is unsuccessful, the origin com-

Žputes a new route which excludes the links that
.replied unfavorably and repeats the setup process.

When the connection setup is unsuccessful, the ori-
gin also sends a path takedown request to the link
managers along the path of the connection that replied
favorably. When a link manager receives a path
takedown request for a connection, it releases the
network resources associated with that connection
Ž .Fig. 1 .

When a setup request is processed by a link
manager and not enough resources are available, the
link manager selects connections to be preempted
from the set of all connections that are currently
using the link and whose priorities are lower than the
priority of the requesting connection. Preemption is
triggered at a link by the link manager only if
enough resources can be released by preemption to
accommodate the requesting connection at that link.
For each connection to be preempted, the link man-
ager sends a preemption notification message to the
origin of the connection. At the receipt of preemp-
tion notification message, the origin takes some ac-
tions to reroute the connection. First, it takes down
the connection by sending a path takedown request
to all the link managers along the path of the connec-

Ž .tion Fig. 2 . Then, it computes a new route for the
preempted connection and starts the setup process.
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Fig. 1. Example of connection setup.

When a link or an intermediate node along the
path of an ongoing connection fails, our protocol
switches the connection to an alternate path. Link
and node failures are detected by both origin and

destination nodes via topology database update
broadcasts. When a link or an intermediate node
along the path of an ongoing connection fails, both
the origin and destination send path takedown re-

Fig. 2. Example of connection preemption.
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Fig. 3. Example of node failure.

Ž .quests along the path of the connection Fig. 3 .
ŽThen, the origin computes a new route which ex-

.cludes the failed links or nodes and performs the
connection setup process as described above.

When the origin or destination wants to terminate
a connection, it constructs and sends a path take-
down request to all the link managers along the path

Ž .of the connection Fig. 4 .

2.1. Connection preemption: problem statement

Definition 1. A connection C is a two-tuple C si i
Ž .B , P , wherei i

Ø B is the bandwidth requested by C .i i

Ø P is the priority of C . The priority of a connec-i i

tion is represented by a number greater than or
equal to 1, with 1 being the lowest priority.

The connection preemption problem has to be
solved in real-time because when a connection setup
request arrives, frequently the holding time is not
known and there is no knowledge about the future
connection requests. Similarly, when a failure dis-
rupts a connection, the connection must be rerouted
immediately to provide reliable service. For the con-
nection preemption problem, we therefore assume
that a connection arrives with a predefined route, a
predefined priority, and a predefined bandwidth. No

knowledge of the future arrivals or the holding time
is available.

Definition 2. Let
Ž .Ø C s B , P be a new or rerouted connection,p p p

Ø e be a link along the route of C without enoughj p

free bandwidth to accommodate C , andp

Ø a be the free bandwidth in e .j j

C is a preempting connection if there exists a set ofp

� 4existing connections Cs C ,C , . . . , C that go1 2 k
Ž .through e such that if C s B , P gC, wherej i i i

1F iFk, then the following conditions hold: P )Pp i

and B Fa qÝk B .p j is1 i

A connection has two parameters: bandwidth and
priority. The set of connections to be preempted can
be chosen by optimizing an objective function over
these two parameters of the connections, and the
number of connections to be preempted. In order to
use a meaningful measure of goodness of a preemp-
tion strategy, the objective function of importance to
the system has the following three parameters, in
decreasing order of importance:
1. Preempt the least amount of bandwidth. The ad-

vantage of this strategy is that network bandwidth
is better utilized and there is minimum disruption
of user traffic. This is the primary objective.

2. Preempt the connections that have the least prior-
ity. This is a naive solution that can result in

Fig. 4. Example of connection termination.
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preemption of excessive bandwidth and connec-
tions. This is a secondary objective.

3. Preempt the least number of connections. The
advantage of this strategy is that a minimum
number of connections have to be preempted and
rerouted. This is a tertiary objective.

Algorithm Min_BW achieves the above objective
function. Unfortunately, Min_BW has an exponen-
tial complexity and we would like an algorithm with
polynomial complexity that approximates the behav-
ior of Min_BW. We examined all the other 5 permu-
tations of the above parameters in search of such an
algorithm, and based on an extensive simulation
study of the resulting objective functions in a general
network setting, we concluded that the objective
function of algorithm Min_Conn best approximates
the behavior of Min_BW. Therefore, Min_BW and
Min_Conn are presented in Section 3.

3. Connection preemption algorithms

We present two connection preemption algorithms
that optimize network performance by minimizing
the disruption to the ongoing connections and by
utilizing network bandwidth more efficiently. These
algorithms are suited for both centralized and decen-
tralized types of network. Our algorithms do not
consider the complete route of the preempting con-
nection nor do they examine the complete routes of
the connections that share one or more links with the
preempting connection. When connection preemp-
tion at a link is necessary to accommodate a new
connection, the link manager at that link, indepen-
dent of what other link managers along the path of
the connection choose to do, selects a set of connec-
tions from the connections currently using the link
for preemption. Thus, if preemption is necessary to

Ž .setup the connection at two links say a and b , the
connections picked by link manager a are not neces-
sarily the same as those picked by link manager b.
When selecting connections for preemption, a link
manager only considers the existing connections that
go through its link and makes its selection only by
examining connections’ priorities and their requested
bandwidth.

3.1. Algorithm Min_BW

Min_BW is an algorithm that optimizes the crite-
Ž . Ž .ria of i the bandwidth to be preempted, ii the

Ž .priority of connections to be preempted, and iii the
number of connections to be preempted, in that
order.

The algorithm returns the connections to be pre-
empted in set P and works as follows: The algo-
rithm evaluates the bandwidth to be preempted for
each and every combination of connections, selected
r at a time, starting with r s 1 and going upto r s
k, where k is the number of connections using the
link under consideration and having a priority less
than that of the preempting connection. The for loop
on line 5 varies the value of r. For any value of r, it
is determined whether there is a combination of
connections which when preempted will free up at
least W bandwidth which is the bandwidth required
tobe preempted. If there are two or more such com-
binations for a given value of r, then the combina-
tion with the lesser value of the sum of the band-
widths is selected. When there is more than one
combination with the same amount of bandwidth,
then the one with the lesser priorities is selected.
This is achieved as follows for a given value of r.
The loop on line 9 enumerates all combinations of r
connections. Array A is a working array variable
whose first r elements are indices, in ascending
order, of connections being presently considered for
preemption. Each iteration of the loop assigns to
elements A , A , . . . , A a combination of values1 2 r

from 1 to k as follows: View the array as a car
mileage odometer with the most significant position
being A and the least significant position being A ,1 r

and which is incremented at each iteration according
to the following rules:
Ø Elements of A are assigned values in the range 1

to k.
Ø The initial value of A s i, for is1,2, . . . ,r.i

Ø The values of A are enumerated in ascending
order.

Ø The value of A ) A , for is2,3, . . . ,r.i iy1

The above rules imply that A , for is1,2, . . . ,r,i

can take values in the range i to kyrq i.
A for loop computes the aggregate bandwidth for

Žeach resulting enumeration of r combinations line
.11 . The aggregate bandwidth for the combination
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that yields the least known bandwidth exceeding or
equal to the bandwidth required to be preempted
Ž .W , is stored in Min at all times. The correspond-
ing combination of connection indices is stored in

Ž .array S see lines 14,15 .
When all combinations of connections for all

values of r have been enumerated, line 26 places in
set P, the optimal set of connections to be pre-
empted. These are the connections whose indices are
given by the elements in array S.

1. W:sB ya ;p j

2. Min:sÝk B ;is1 i

3. S:sC;
4. P:sf;
5. for rs1 to k do
6. for ls1 to r do
7. A :s l;l

8. endfor
Ž .9. for ms1 to k!r kyr !r! do

10. Sum:s0;
11. for ls1 to r do
12. Sum:sSumqB ;A l

13. endfor
14. if WFSum-Min

then Min:sSum and S§A;
15. if WFSum and SumsMin and

Ý P -Ý P then S§A;mg A m ng S n

16. i:sr ;
17. while i)1 and A skyrq i doi

18. i:s iy1;
19. endwhile
20. if A -kyrq i then A sA q1;i i i

21. for ls iq1 to r do
22. A :sA q1;l ly1

23. endfor
24. endfor
25. endfor
26. P:sPjC for every index igS.Si

Example. For ks6, rs3, we show the values of
A , A , A separated by commas, as generated by the1 2 3

algorithm. Successive values of the three elements of
A are separated by semicolons: 1,2,3; 1,2,4; 1,2,5;
1,2,6; 1,3,4; 1,3,5; 1,3,6; 1,4,5; 1,4,6; 1,5,6; 2,3,4;
2,3,5; 2,3,6; 2,4,5; 2,4,6; 2,5,6; 3,4,5; 3,4,6; 3,5,6;
4,5,6.

Complexity. For a given value of r, the main for
Ž .loop of line 9 is executed k!r kyr !r! times and
Ž .each execution of the loop has O r time complex-

ity. We have
k k!

ky1r skP2 .Ý
kyr !r !Ž .rs1

Ž k .Thus, the computational complexity is O kP2 ,
where k is the number of connections using the link
under consideration and having a priority less than
that of the preempting connection. It can easily be
shown that the problem of minimizing the amount of
bandwidth to be preempted is NP-complete by show-
ing a polynomial-time reduction to and from the
knapsack problem. 3

3.2. Algorithm Min_Conn

Min_Conn is an algorithm that optimizes the
Ž .criteria of i the number of connections to be pre-

Ž . Ž .empted, ii the bandwidth to be preempted, and iii
the priority of connections to be preempted, in that
order. The algorithm is distributedrdecentralized,
i.e., considers preemption at the link level and has a
polynomial time computational complexity. The
Min_Conn algorithm is shown below.

This algorithm returns the connections to be pre-
empted in set P. Step 2 determines W, the amount of
bandwidth that needs to be preempted in order to
accommodate the preempting connection. Step 4
identifies the connection that has the smallest band-
width which is greater than W, and if multiple such
connections exist, it selects the connection with the
least priority. If this step can identify a connection to
be preempted, then only one connection has to be
preempted. Otherwise, Step 10 performs a greedy
method to ensure that a minimum number of connec-
tions are selected for preemption. Step 10 finds the
largest bandwidth connection, and if there is more
than one, selects the one with the lowest priority. It
then removes the selected connection from C, the set
of connections that are still using C, in Step 13, adds
it to P in Step 14, and updates a , the amount ofj

bandwidth available in the link e when the selectedj

3 � 4Knapsack problem: Given C s C ,C , . . . , C and W )0,1 2 k

C )0, is there a subset of C such that the sum of the elements inr
w xthe subset is W, i.e., C q C q . . . q C s W ? 6 .i j l
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connection is preempted in Step 15. Steps 2 to 15 are
executed in the while loop of line 1 until enough
bandwidth to accommodate the preempting connec-
tion is freed.

1. while B )a dop j

2. W:sB ya ;p j

3. i:s0;
4. for ls1 to k do
5. if is0 and B GW then i:s l;l

Ž6. if i)0 and B GW and B -Bl l i
Ž ..or B sB and P -P then i:s l;l i l i

7. endfor;
8. if is0 then
9. i:s1;

10. for ls1 to k do
Ž .11. if B )B or B sB and P -Pl i l i l i

then i:s l;
12. endfor;

� 413. C:sCy C ;i

� 414. P:sPj C ;i

15. a :sa qB .j j i

16. endwhile

Ž 2 .Upper bound on computational complexity: O k ,
where k is the number of connections using the link
under consideration and having a priority less than
that of the preempting connection. If the k connec-
tions are kept sorted, then the objective of Min_Conn

Ž .can be achieved in O kP log k computational com-
plexity.

3.2.1. Optimality of the algorithms
Algorithms Min_BW and Min_Conn are both

Ž .locally optimal with respect to their objective func-
tions. This is because they perform an exhaustive
search of their search space to select a solution based
on the criteria for which they claim optimality.

The objective function of Min_BW is most mean-
ingful to the system because it optimizes first, the

Žbandwidth preempted which is a fine-grained and
.accurate measure of the amount of preemption , then

Žthe priority of connections preempted which consid-
ers the relative importance of the amounts of band-

.width preempted in case of a tie , and lastly, the
Žnumber of connections preempted which is a crude

.measure of the amount of preemption . However,
Min_BW has an exponential complexity. Although

Min_Conn optimizes a different objective function,
we will show in Section 4 that its behaviour approxi-
mates that of Min_BW and it is a polynomial algo-
rithm.

4. Simulation

4.1. Model

We used a connection-level simulation to study
preemption and to compare the two proposed algo-
rithms in a dynamic network environment where
connections come and go. The simulation model has
most mechanisms of typical connection-oriented net-
works. Its main components are a path selection
algorithm which selects a minimum-hop path be-
tween an origin-destination pair, a connection setup
and takedown protocol, and a topology information
distribution protocol. In addition to the above com-
ponents, the model also has a connection preemption
protocol and a path-switch mechanism which reroutes
connections preempted due to linkrnode failure or
preemption. The simulation program is written in C
and SIMSCRIPT and has about 5000 lines of code
and consists of a number of processes which execute
several dynamic objects and routines. A process is
created at a simulated time and it performs a se-
quence of events separated by lapses of time. The
process concept is used to represent connections,
connection generation, and messages, while static
objects such as route computation are represented
using routines.

The input to the simulation program includes a
network configuration — the nodes, the transmission
links with their propagation delays and capacities,—
sourcerdestination distribution, connections’ charac-
teristics, link failure events, and other controlling
parameters such as simulation time, simulation seeds,
and maximum connection hops. The program col-
lects and reports a number of statistics as will be
described later.

The program simulates the lives of connections
from the time they are created until they terminate.
The flowchart in Fig. 5 shows a very high-level view
of how a connection is handled in this simulation
model.

Connection interarrival times are exponentially
distributed. Upon arrival of a connection to the
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Fig. 5. Flowchart for simulation model.

network, its source and destination nodes, priority,
bandwidth, holding time, and delay are chosen prob-
abilistically. Once the connection’s parameters are
selected, a path selection algorithm is run and a path
in the network is determined. This algorithm at-
tempts to find a path that has a minimum number of
hops while satisfying the connection’s quality of
service parameters. If there are several eligible paths
with the same number of hops then one of them is
chosen based on lowest ‘‘weight’’ of the path. This
weight of a path is a measure of the load or the
bandwidth allocated along the path. Specifically, each
link in the network is associated with an increasing
function of the load of the link; this function is
termed the weight of the link. The weight of a path is
the sum of weights of the individual links on the
path. A path with a low weight indicates a path with
a low load in terms of this measure. The path
selection algorithm and the notion of link weights

w xare described in detail in 11 .
The connection control protocol described in Sec-

tion 2 then attempts to establish the connection.
Basically, when a connection request arrives, a con-
nection is established if the network has the band-
width to support the connection. Once established,
the connection begins its ‘‘talk’’ phase. However, if
there is not enough bandwidth to establish the con-
nection, then if there are sufficient low-priority con-
nections that can be preempted to free enough band-
width for this connection, then those low-priority
connections will be preempted and the connection
request gets satisfied. When the connection request
cannot be accommodated, it is rejected. When a
connection is preempted, it is treated like a new
connection. When a connection successfully com-

pletes its talk phase, it gets taken down. So, note that
a successfully completed connection may have been
rerouted one or more times due to preemption, link
failure, or node failure.

Another feature included in the simulation model
Žis that connections failed to set up because there is

no sufficient resource in at least one link along the
.path can execute the path selection algorithm more

than once. A parameter that limits the number of
such attempts is defined as an input to the program.
Each time the path selection algorithm is executed,
links which responded negatively in the previous
setup request are excluded from further considera-
tion. If the setup request fails at every trial and the
retry count exceeds the threshold, then the connec-
tion request is dropped.

Upon acceptance of a connection on a link or
removal of a connection from a link, a bandwidth
reservation table for that link is updated. When a
significant change in the link bandwidth reservation
occurs, a topology database update message is sent
to every node in the network. This is done only if the
change in the reservation level for the link is signifi-
cant, i.e., if it exceeds some threshold value defined
for that link. 4 A topology database update message
is also broadcast when a link fails or comes up. So, a
connection setup request may not be successful for
two reasons: the topology database at the originating
node may not be ‘‘current’’ andror multiple sources
may send connection setup requests to a particular
link almost simultaneously, competing for a limited
available bandwidth.

4.2. Experiments

Network structure: We have conducted wide-
range simulation with various network conditions
Ži.e., network topology, number of priority levels,

.link bandwidth, traffic pattern, etc. to study connec-
tion preemption and the behavior of the two pro-
posed algorithms. In terms of network performance,
most of our simulation experiments have indicated
similar results. So, for the sake of brevity, in this
paper, we present only one set of simulation experi-
ments.

4 This topology database update broadcast concept scheme is
w xsimilar to the one specified in ATM PNNI 9 .
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Fig. 6. Network topology and structure.

ŽThe following network model which is an ab-
.straction of a real network was used in the simula-

tion experiments. The network is two-tiered consist-
Ž .ing of 8 nodes and 26 unidirectional links Fig. 6 .

The inner links are OC3 links with a propagation
delay of 1ms, and the outer links are T3 links with a
propagation delay of 10 ms. In the experiments, the
origin and destination pairs for the connections were
selected such that the load in the network is uni-

Ž .formly distributed as shown in Table 1 .
Traffic profile: Table 2 shows the traffic profile

used in the simulation experiments. Many connection
types in terms of bandwidth size, holding time, and
delay requirement were used along with three prior-
ity levels: low, medium, and high. The distribution
of the priority levels is uniform, i.e., on the average
the number of connection requests with low priority
is the same as the number of connection requests
with medium or high priority. The bandwidth range
for connections is between 64 Kbps to 4000 Kbps.
The distribution of bandwidth within this range is
also uniform. The connections’ holding times are

Table 1
Network load distribution

Nodes Origin probability Destination probability
Ž .given that origin / destination

1,2 0.25 0.25
3,4 0.125 0.125
5,6,7,8 0.0625 0.0625

assumed to be exponentially distributed with a mean
of 600 seconds. The propagation delay is the end-to-
end delay for data travel imposed by links along the
path and reflects the application’s constraints. The
propagation delay range for connections is between
10 ms to 60 ms with a uniform distribution. Propaga-
tion delay is an important parameter, particularly for
real-time applications such as voice and video. Note
that the delay requirement of some connections will
have impact on route selection, that is, given that
bandwidth is available, not every route can meet the
delay requirements of certain connections.

Performance metrics: Our simulation program
collects statistics about a number of performance
measures that indicate how well the network per-
forms with a particular connection preemption algo-
rithm. These measures are averaged over the life of
simulation. The following three metrics are consid-
ered in this study:
1. Connection success probability: This is the proba-

bility that a connection of a given priority is
successfully established and completes its talk

Ž .time holding time . Note that a successfully com-
pleted connection may have been rerouted one or
more times due to preemption or linkrnode fail-
ures.

2. Connection preempting probability: This is the
probability that a connection of a given priority
preempts one or more connections.

3. Connection reroute probability: This is the proba-
bility that a connection of a given priority is
rerouted one or more times due to preemption or
linkrnode failures.
Nature of experiments: The structure of the sim-

ulation experiments is as follows. Each experiment
consists of 24 independent runs, and 95% confidence
intervals are obtained for all performance measures.
The reason for doing this many runs was to be able
to get good confidence intervals. The independence
of the runs was achieved by shuffling the seeds
required by the program. Since the runs are indepen-
dent, we can assume identical distribution of the
replications. Thus, the central limit theorem can be
used to justify the use of Gaussian statistics to
construct confidence intervals on the performance
measures. As the number of replications is small, we
can assume that the mean is distributed as student-t

Ž .distribution and calculate the 100 1ya % confi-
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Table 2
Traffic profile

Ž . Ž . Ž .Connection priority Bandwidth range in Kbps Mean holding time in seconds Propagation delay in ms
Ž . Ž . Ž .uniform distribution exponential distribution uniform distribution

Ž .Low 1 64–4000 600 10–60
Ž .Medium 2 64–4000 600 10–60

Ž .High 3 64–4000 600 10–60

dence interval on the mean from the replications
w xusing 1 :

s s
xy t -m-xq t ,ar2 a r2' 'r r

where x is the sample mean, m is the true mean, s is
the sample standard deviation, r is the number of
replications, and t is the critical value of thear2

Ž .student-t distribution with ry1 degrees of free-
dom. 5 The confidence intervals were observed to be
too small to report here for the simplicity of pre-
sentation. Each simulation run is 10,000 seconds of
simulation time. To observe the impacts of nonsta-
tionary network conditions, link failure is introduced.
Specifically, the pair of bidirectional links that con-
nect nodes 1 and 2 were failed. Note that this link
failure causes a lot of connections to be rerouted and
places the network under heavy stress because these
links are the high-speed backbone links.

Network behavior as a function of time: Fig. 7
shows the connection success probability and the
average link reservation level versus the simulation
time for one of the experiments. The connection
arrival rate to the network for this experiment has an
exponential distribution with a mean of about 1.5
connectionsrsecond. Initially, there is no connection
in the network, so the average link reservation level
is zero. As connections arrive, the average link reser-
vation level goes up and the connection success
probability drops. After a short time of about 1500
seconds, the average link reservation level and the
connection success probability reach a stable level,
about 0.98 for the connection success probability and

5 For this set of experiments we obtained the 95% confidence
intervals for all performance measures. The t value for 95%ar2

confidence interval when r s24 is 2.069 which is obtained from
w x3 .

about 81% for the average link reservation level.
Once the network reached a stable level, the pair of
links that connect nodes 1 and 2 are made to fail.
When this happens, the connection success probabil-
ity drops and the average link reservation level goes
up. This is expected as the network has less band-
width for new and ongoing connections. With link
failure, the network again reaches a stable level but
the connection success probability is now much lower
at 0.82, and the average link reservation level is
about 0.90. After 5000 seconds, when the links are
brought up again, the network goes back to its
normal operating points.

Connection success probability as a function of
arrival rate: Fig. 8 shows the connection success
probability as a function of the connection arrival
rate with and without preemption. This figure allows
the comparison of the two preemption algorithms
and the analysis of the effect of preemption in terms
of network throughput. The top curve is for the
Min_BW algorithm, the middle curve is for the
Min_Conn algorithm, and the bottom curve is for the
non-preemption case. In all the cases, we see that

Fig. 7. Network behavior.
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Fig. 8. Preemption versus no preemption.

when the connection arrival rate is low, i.e., when
the network is lightly loaded, the connection success
probability is almost one. As the connection arrival
rate increases, the connection success probability
decreases because the network now has less free
bandwidth. When the connection arrival rate is low,
the effect of preemption is very small, i.e., there is
no significant difference between the preemption and
the non-preemption cases in terms of the connection
success probability. However, as the load in the
network increases due to more connection requests,
the advantage of preemption becomes more obvious,
as more connections get through. This is because
when preemption is coupled with path-switch, it
improves the path selection process by providing a
way to correct ‘‘wrong’’ decisions made in the past
due to lack of knowledge about the future connection
request arrival pattern. As far as the performance of
these two connection preemption selection algo-
rithms is concerned, there is no significant differ-
ence. Basically, the Min_BW algorithm performs a
little better than the Min_Conn algorithm and the
performance difference increases with the connection
arrival rate. The reason for this performance differ-
ence is that the Min_BW algorithm causes less
preemption of excess bandwidth than the Min_Conn
algorithm, allowing more efficient utilization of net-
work bandwidth.

Performance metrics for priority levels: We
now look at performance measures by considering
how individual priorities are affected with and with-
out preemption.

Fig. 9. Connection success probability.

Fig. 9 shows the connection success probability
for each priority level with and without preemption
for one of the experiments. The figure is for the case
when the connection arrival rate is about 1.5 connec-
tionsrsecond. This results in a connection success
probability of about 0.8 without preemption, so the
network is under stress. When preemption is used,
we see that for both the algorithms the connection
success probability increases nicely with the connec-
tion’s priority. The higher network availability for
connections of greater priority is the expected result
from the use of preemption. Although the Min_BW
does a little better than Min_Conn for the connec-
tion success probability achieved for different prior-
ity levels, there is no significant difference. Without

Fig. 10. Connection reroute probability.
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preemption, the connection success probability is the
same for all priority levels.

Fig. 10 shows the connection reroute probability
for each priority level with and without preemption,
for one of the experiments. The connection arrival
rate is the same as before, i.e., about 1.5 connec-
tionsrsecond, indicating that the network is under
stress. With preemption, we see that for both the
algorithms the connection reroute probability de-
creases as the connection’s priority increases. This is
very desirable as we want the high priority connec-
tions to be disturbed less. Without preemption, con-
nections are rerouted only due to link failure. Hence,
the connection reroute probability is lower without
preemption. It is observed that with or without pre-
emption, the connection reroute probability for the
high-priority connections is the same. This is ex-
pected because the high-priority connections do not
get preempted due to preemption. Without preemp-
tion, of course, the connection reroute probability is
the same for all priority levels. A nice observation is
that even with preemption, the overall connection
reroute probability is low. In terms of the connection
reroute probability, there is no significant difference
between the two connection preemption selection
algorithms Min_Conn and Min_BW, although
Min_BW performs a little better.

Fig. 11 shows the connection preempting proba-
bility for each priority level for one of the experi-
ments. The connection preempting probability is zero
without preemption and it is also zero for the low
priority connections. The connection arrival rate is
the same as before, i.e., about 1.5 connectionsrsec-

Fig. 11. Connection preempting probability.

ond. It is interesting to observe that the connection
preempting probability is higher for the medium
priority connections than for the high priority con-
nections – this is due to the cascading effect of
preemption. This cascading effect of preemption can
be explained as follows. When a connection of prior-
ity i preempts a connection of priority iy1, if the
connection of priority iy1 is not the lowest priority
connection, it tries to get reestablished and in this
process it might preempt connections of priority
iy2. Therefore, connections which are not of the
highest priority can actually have higher preempting
probability than the connections of the highest prior-
ity. But overall it is observed that the connection
preempting probability is low even when the net-
work is heavily loaded. Both the algorithms Min_BW
and Min_Conn perform very well in terms of the
connection preempting probability and there is no
significant performance difference between them.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we investigated the connection pre-
emption problem and presented a comprehensive
simulation study of preemption in a general decen-
tralizedrdistributed connection-oriented network set-
ting. 6 We observed that connection preemption when
coupled with the capability to reroute connections
Ž .preempted due to failure or preemption provides
higher network availability to high-priority connec-
tions and utilizes network bandwidth more effi-
ciently, allowing more connections to get through.
This is especially useful during nonstationary net-
work conditions when demand for network band-
width is higher. Our simulation study also provided
insights into connection preemption and network di-
mensioning problems in order to achieve a desired
level of network availability.

We first proposed and studied algorithm Min_BW
Ž .which optimizes the criteria of i the bandwidth to

Ž .be preempted, ii the priority of connections to be
Ž .preempted, and iii the number of connections to be

preempted, in that order. This objective function is

6 To the best of our knowledge, this is the only study of
connection preemption in a decentralizedrdistributed network
setting.
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most meaningful to the system as a measure of the
goodness of a preemption strategy because it opti-

Žmizes first, the bandwidth preempted which is a
fine-grained and accurate measure of the amount of

.preemption , then the priority of connections pre-
Žempted which considers the relative importance of

the amounts of bandwidth preempted in case of a
.tie , and lastly, the number of connections preempted

Žwhich is a crude measure of the amount of preemp-
.tion . However, Min_BW has an exponential com-

plexity. Based on the observations made in an exten-
sive simulation study with various connection pre-
emption schemes, we then designed algorithm
Min_Conn that optimizes a different objective func-
tion, best approximates the behavior of Min_BW
among the 5 other objective functions defined by
permutations of the above three parameters, and has
a polynomial computational complexity. Algorithm

Ž .Min_Conn optimizes the criteria of i the number of
Ž .connections to be preempted, ii the bandwidth to be

Ž .preempted, and iii the priority of connections to be
preempted, in that order. Both algorithms are decen-
tralizedrdistributed, i.e., consider preemption at the
link level. From a comparison study of these two
algorithms, we concluded that, in terms of overall
network performance, there is no significant perfor-
mance difference between the two, however, in terms
of computational complexity, Min_Conn is polyno-
mial while Min_BW is exponential. In terms of
overall network performance, the Min_BW algo-
rithm performs a little better than the Min_Conn
algorithm and the performance difference increases
as the load in the network increases. The main
reason for this performance difference is that
Min_BW minimizes preemption of excess band-
width, allowing more efficient utilization of network
bandwidth. Given that connection preemption is a
real-time problem, the polynomial time algorithm
Ž .i.e., Min_Conn is more favorable.
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